Luxtera’s OptoPHY Transceiver Leads Industry as Low Cost
Optical Interconnect for 40G Ethernet Applications
Company demonstrates Silicon CMOS Photonics-based OptoPHY and
Blazar products at OFC
Carlsbad, Calif. – March 22, 2010 – Luxtera, the worldwide leader in Silicon
CMOS Photonics, today announced OptoPHY’s support for 40G Ethernet
applications. As 10G Ethernet connections migrate to server connectivity, 40G
Ethernet is emerging as a preferred solution for switch interconnect, delivering the
bandwidth necessary for aggregation of multiple servers. To enable wide
deployment of 40G Ethernet, a low cost optical interconnect is required. OptoPHY
is the first CMOS Photonics-based single chip transceiver for on-board
deployment. Breaking cost barriers traditionally associated with optics, OptoPHY
delivers low power consumption and long reach to surpass legacy copper and
VCSEL-based multimode fiber transceivers.
OptoPHY features a smaller form-factor than traditional MSA modules and is
ideal for switch interconnect and network interface controller (NIC) applications
on servers. The solution complements standard MSA transceivers, specifically
Luxtera’s award-winning 40G QSFP Active Optical Cable, Blazar. At OFC,
Luxtera will work with technology partners, Tektronix and NetLogic
Microsystems, to display its optical technology through live and static
demonstrations. Luxtera will have a live demonstration of OptoPHY inside the
Tektronix booth and will showcase OptoPHY as well as Blazar with NetLogic.
“Tektronix is proud to be supporting a live demonstration of the OptoPHY
solution for 40G Ethernet. The Tektronix DSA8200 Series Oscilloscope is ideal
for characterization and IEEE 802.3 compliance of 40G designs like Luxtera’s
CMOS Photonics technology,” said Brian Reich, general manager, Performance
Oscilloscopes, Tektronix. “We are excited to showcase the high bandwidth optical
connectivity in our testing of Luxtera’s CMOS Photonics technology.”
OptoPHY is also ideal for server-to-switch interconnects in the emerging
datacenter applications. OptoPHY’s board-mountable, optical transceivers provide
a reliable solution, extending 4,000 meters at industry leading power consumption
under 200mW per 10G and benefits of fiber-optic EMI immunity. As datacenters
continue to strive for energy efficiency to reduce operation costs and to comply
with emerging “green” laws and regulations, OptoPHY leads the charge as a low
cost, high performing datacenter connectivity solution.

“NetLogic’s industry-leading low power 10GbE SerDes technology,
interoperating with Luxtera’s Silicon CMOS Photonics technology, provides an
ideal solution for datacenter connectivity where low power, low latency links are
required,” said Shantanu Mitra, vice president of marketing for Physical-Layer
products at NetLogic. “Next-generation 40Gbps links based on Luxtera’s QSFP+
modules and NetLogic’s 40G PHY devices are now being developed to address
the immediate need for 40Gbps connectivity.”
“Luxtera has already proven the success of Silicon Photonics transceivers in QDR
InfiniBand applications and now we are bringing the benefits Silicon Photonics to
the 40G Ethernet market. We are looking forward to the demonstration of product
capabilities for Ethernet applications at this year’s OFC conference,” said Marek
Tlalka, vice president of marketing for Luxtera. “NetLogic and Tektronix are
leaders in their respective markets and we are very excited to have the opportunity
to showcase our products together with joint demonstrations.”
OFC/NFOEC will be taking place at the San Diego Convention Center during
March 23-25, 2010. Luxtera will showcase a live demonstration of OptoPHY in
the Tektronix booth number 1543 and will showcase OptoPHY and Blazar in the
NetLogic booth number 3045.
About Luxtera:
Luxtera, Inc. is the world leader in Silicon CMOS Photonics. It is the first
company to overcome the complex technical obstacles involved with integrating
high performance optics directly with silicon electronics on a mainstream CMOS
chip, bringing direct “fiber to the chip” connectivity to market. With its awardwinning Blazar active optical cable and optics on motherboard OptoPHY
transceiver family Luxtera is breaking cost barriers associated with traditional
multimode optics and offers a roadmap to high performance optical connectivity
and copper cost points. Headquartered in Carlsbad, California, Luxtera is a fabless
semiconductor company that was founded in 2001 by a team of industry-renowned
researchers and technology managers drawn from the communications and
semiconductor industries. Luxtera has received funding from leading venture
capitalists including August Capital, New Enterprise Associates, Sevin Rosen
Funds and Lux Capital. More information can be found on the company's web site:
www.luxtera.com.
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